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January 24th, 2018January 24th, 2018By agnethamortensenBy agnethamortensen

LAB Fest and Final PresentationLAB Fest and Final Presentation

Wednesday 17th of January MediaLAB Amsterdam arranged LABFEST, a �nalWednesday 17th of January MediaLAB Amsterdam arranged LABFEST, a �nal
expo where we could showcase our protypes and talk to people in theexpo where we could showcase our protypes and talk to people in the
industry about our projects. We got a lot of nice feedback and are happy withindustry about our projects. We got a lot of nice feedback and are happy with
the end-product we came up with. Quite a lot of people showed up and wethe end-product we came up with. Quite a lot of people showed up and we
were excited to talk to people about our prototype and the future possibilitieswere excited to talk to people about our prototype and the future possibilities
of our Virtual Reality Exposure Therapy!of our Virtual Reality Exposure Therapy!

Below you can see a few pictures from the expo:)Below you can see a few pictures from the expo:)
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https://medialabamsterdam.com/sense-vr/files/2018/01/IMG_1323.jpg
https://medialabamsterdam.com/sense-vr/files/2018/01/IMG_1268.jpg
https://medialabamsterdam.com/sense-vr/files/2018/01/IMG_1172.jpg
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https://medialabamsterdam.com/sense-vr/files/2018/01/IMG_1278.jpg
https://medialabamsterdam.com/sense-vr/files/2018/01/IMG_1281.jpg
https://medialabamsterdam.com/sense-vr/files/2018/01/IMG_1322.jpg
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https://medialabamsterdam.com/sense-vr/files/2018/01/IMG_1260.jpg
https://medialabamsterdam.com/sense-vr/files/2018/01/IMG_1205.jpg
https://medialabamsterdam.com/sense-vr/files/2018/01/IMG_1173.jpg
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Team photo in front of our stand at the Expo!Team photo in front of our stand at the Expo!

  

Pavel is trying out the Relaxation Therapy before entering the VRET.Pavel is trying out the Relaxation Therapy before entering the VRET.

  

https://medialabamsterdam.com/sense-vr/files/2018/01/IMG_7544-e1516801251812.jpg
https://medialabamsterdam.com/sense-vr/files/2018/01/IMG_1318.jpg
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Our business cards ready to be handed out!Our business cards ready to be handed out!

  

https://medialabamsterdam.com/sense-vr/files/2018/01/IMG_7545.jpg
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Our team member Janina at the ExpoOur team member Janina at the Expo

https://medialabamsterdam.com/sense-vr/files/2018/01/IMG_1192.jpg
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FINAL PRESENTATION FOR OURFINAL PRESENTATION FOR OUR
CLIENTS!CLIENTS!

Wednesday morning we presented our project for our clients and let them tryWednesday morning we presented our project for our clients and let them try
out the VRET prototype!out the VRET prototype!

https://medialabamsterdam.com/sense-vr/files/2018/01/IMG_1280.jpg
https://medialabamsterdam.com/sense-vr/files/2018/01/IMG_1122.jpg
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December 21st, 2017December 21st, 2017

We also gonna publish a research paper which goes more into details aboutWe also gonna publish a research paper which goes more into details about
our design-thinking process and explains the computational model and ourour design-thinking process and explains the computational model and our
prototype. If you are interested to continue on the ideas or want to knowprototype. If you are interested to continue on the ideas or want to know
more about our project feel free to contact usmore about our project feel free to contact us
on: VRMediaLAB2017@gmail.comon: VRMediaLAB2017@gmail.com

Thanks to everyone who have contributed and helped us out in one way orThanks to everyone who have contributed and helped us out in one way or
another, and a big thanks to our coach Tamara Pinos Cisneros and our lead-another, and a big thanks to our coach Tamara Pinos Cisneros and our lead-
programmer Danny Dorstijn!programmer Danny Dorstijn!

By agnethamortensenBy agnethamortensen

Jingle Bell Rings After SinterKlaasJingle Bell Rings After SinterKlaas

We were happy to get a professional photo for our team before the end of theWe were happy to get a professional photo for our team before the end of the
project. Here we are! Team MAREQI is back with a high spirit!project. Here we are! Team MAREQI is back with a high spirit!

This sprint is 1 week shorter than previous ones. We made the most of it andThis sprint is 1 week shorter than previous ones. We made the most of it and
had a lot of fun.had a lot of fun.

Finnish Lunch CookingFinnish Lunch Cooking

Our happy Finnish girl, Janina, conducted a Finnish lunch on 4 December forOur happy Finnish girl, Janina, conducted a Finnish lunch on 4 December for
MediaLAB. By the way, Finland celebrated 100 years of independence on 6MediaLAB. By the way, Finland celebrated 100 years of independence on 6
December. We, creators from all over the world, celebrated this historicalDecember. We, creators from all over the world, celebrated this historical
moment in advance by eating Finnish spinach pancake!moment in advance by eating Finnish spinach pancake!

  

SinterKlaas PartySinterKlaas Party

SinterKlaas left some gift boxes in MediaLAB before he went back to Spain. OnSinterKlaas left some gift boxes in MediaLAB before he went back to Spain. On
6 December, almost all MediaLAB members surrounded by each other6 December, almost all MediaLAB members surrounded by each other
reading our letters and opened gift boxes from SinterKlaas. Some gotreading our letters and opened gift boxes from SinterKlaas. Some got
chocolate letters, and some received toys. The whole room was �lled withchocolate letters, and some received toys. The whole room was �lled with
laughters and happiness. What a wonderful evening!laughters and happiness. What a wonderful evening!

https://medialabamsterdam.com/sense-vr/2017/12/21/jingle-bell-rings-after-sinterklaas/
https://medialabamsterdam.com/sense-vr/files/2017/12/IMG_4736.jpg
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ExperimentExperiment

We set up a room with black curtains and aluminum foils in none/RGBWe set up a room with black curtains and aluminum foils in none/RGB
lighting. lighting. The main goal of this experiment was to test change in the heart rateThe main goal of this experiment was to test change in the heart rate
when the users were exposed to something fearful in a virtual environment.when the users were exposed to something fearful in a virtual environment.
Subjects were told to watch a calming video in order to generate a restingSubjects were told to watch a calming video in order to generate a resting
heart rate as a baseline. Then, they were asked to play a game called Slenderheart rate as a baseline. Then, they were asked to play a game called Slender
man which provided an individual gaming experience. Half of participantsman which provided an individual gaming experience. Half of participants
were exposed to RGB lights which changed colors based on user’s heart ratewere exposed to RGB lights which changed colors based on user’s heart rate
during the game while another half of participants were exposed to a darkduring the game while another half of participants were exposed to a dark
room. Meanwhile, we recorded the users’ behavioral responses during theroom. Meanwhile, we recorded the users’ behavioral responses during the
game. game. 

https://medialabamsterdam.com/sense-vr/files/2017/12/IMG_4806-2.jpg
https://medialabamsterdam.com/sense-vr/files/2017/12/IMG_4798.jpg
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Snow White AmsterdamSnow White Amsterdam

On Monday morning, 11 December 2017, the whole Amsterdam city wasOn Monday morning, 11 December 2017, the whole Amsterdam city was
covered with white snow. In the afternoon, heavy storm with big snow�akescovered with white snow. In the afternoon, heavy storm with big snow�akes
hit the whole city. Trains and �ights got canceled due to orange alert warning.hit the whole city. Trains and �ights got canceled due to orange alert warning.
We could not continue our experiment on the day since we could not get anyWe could not continue our experiment on the day since we could not get any
participants.participants.

As a result of data analyzation in the end of the experiment, it showed thatAs a result of data analyzation in the end of the experiment, it showed that
there was not much relation between heart rate range and scary level. We arethere was not much relation between heart rate range and scary level. We are
now trying to �gure out a make-sense computational model in other ways.now trying to �gure out a make-sense computational model in other ways.

  

Christmas PartyChristmas Party

We set up a lovely Christmas tree in our o�ce and get a Christmas-feelingWe set up a lovely Christmas tree in our o�ce and get a Christmas-feeling
group photo with our coach Tamara in the end of 2017. In addition, HvAgroup photo with our coach Tamara in the end of 2017. In addition, HvA
invited employees including us to a fancy Christmas party with yummy food,invited employees including us to a fancy Christmas party with yummy food,
drinks, and loud music in a party hall where we drank and danced till late.drinks, and loud music in a party hall where we drank and danced till late.
Tamara showed her enthusiasm on dancing which was very impressive.Tamara showed her enthusiasm on dancing which was very impressive.

https://medialabamsterdam.com/sense-vr/files/2017/12/IMG_4776.jpg
https://medialabamsterdam.com/sense-vr/files/2017/12/IMG_5020.jpg
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December 20th, 2017December 20th, 2017

In 2017, We experienced up and down together in our project. Hope it canIn 2017, We experienced up and down together in our project. Hope it can
only make us stronger in 2018!only make us stronger in 2018!

Cheers!Cheers!

  

By agnethamortensenBy agnethamortensen

Failure Is Success In ProgressFailure Is Success In Progress

Our Adventure never stops!Our Adventure never stops!

Nijmegen DayNijmegen Day

We went to Enjoy VR in Nijmegen on 14 November to get more inspirationWe went to Enjoy VR in Nijmegen on 14 November to get more inspiration
from underwater VR games.from underwater VR games.

https://medialabamsterdam.com/sense-vr/files/2017/12/IMG_5070-e1513851603210.jpg
https://medialabamsterdam.com/sense-vr/2017/12/20/failure-is-success-in-progress/
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We realized that our underwater concept so far was not unique enough afterWe realized that our underwater concept so far was not unique enough after
experiencing several underwater games in VR. However, if we managed toexperiencing several underwater games in VR. However, if we managed to
integrate biofeedback in the underwater VR experience, that would be a bigintegrate biofeedback in the underwater VR experience, that would be a big
step forward in VR �eld.step forward in VR �eld.

After that, we went to VR LAB where we were asked to stand on a metal meshAfter that, we went to VR LAB where we were asked to stand on a metal mesh
and rebuild a new landscape of Nijmegen city in VR by replacing landmarksand rebuild a new landscape of Nijmegen city in VR by replacing landmarks
taken from other cities. People there who designed this interactive gametaken from other cities. People there who designed this interactive game
shared shared their ideas about the importance of the metal mesh under user’s feettheir ideas about the importance of the metal mesh under user’s feet
which created presence in the game due to haptic responses.which created presence in the game due to haptic responses.

  

https://medialabamsterdam.com/sense-vr/files/2017/12/20171114_123237.jpg
https://medialabamsterdam.com/sense-vr/files/2017/12/IMG_3948.jpg
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At a previous translate session we had contact with At a previous translate session we had contact with Joanneke WeerdmeesterJoanneke Weerdmeester
who works at the Radboud University Nijmegen. She gave us an opportunitywho works at the Radboud University Nijmegen. She gave us an opportunity
to go to the university to receive feedback from a group of experts to go to the university to receive feedback from a group of experts whowho
areare either experienced with  either experienced with EEG, therapy, game development, behavioralEEG, therapy, game development, behavioral
science, heart-rate or other sensors. Our initial idea was to incorporate heart-science, heart-rate or other sensors. Our initial idea was to incorporate heart-
rate sensors and EEG in the concept to make an estimate of the emotion ofrate sensors and EEG in the concept to make an estimate of the emotion of
the user so the environment could be adapted accordingly. Unfortunately thethe user so the environment could be adapted accordingly. Unfortunately the
experts told us a few things that will change the concept drastically. Theyexperts told us a few things that will change the concept drastically. They
described that the problem with a VR headset is that it causes electricaldescribed that the problem with a VR headset is that it causes electrical
interference with the EEG and therefore gives very inaccurate readings with ainterference with the EEG and therefore gives very inaccurate readings with a
lot of noise. Furthermore, lot of noise. Furthermore, there are probably not a lot of people who arethere are probably not a lot of people who are
afraid of jelly�sh or some of the other underwater phobia who actually go to aafraid of jelly�sh or some of the other underwater phobia who actually go to a
therapist to get help for this. therapist to get help for this. This was a signi�cant reality check moment.WeThis was a signi�cant reality check moment.We
had an upset evening and the emotion lasted even for a few coming days.had an upset evening and the emotion lasted even for a few coming days.
However, smiles were still on our faces as you can see in the photo below. TheHowever, smiles were still on our faces as you can see in the photo below. The
other day, wother day, we started to rethink about our concepts and came up with a newe started to rethink about our concepts and came up with a new
concept which can be applied to art therapy. In addition, we decided not to goconcept which can be applied to art therapy. In addition, we decided not to go
for EEG but take behavior responses into account in our concept. for EEG but take behavior responses into account in our concept. 

PendingPending

On the coming Monday, Triple visited us in MediaLAB and we servedOn the coming Monday, Triple visited us in MediaLAB and we served
Norwegian food for MediaLAB lunch. Reindeer meat gravy and sweet porridgeNorwegian food for MediaLAB lunch. Reindeer meat gravy and sweet porridge
dessert tasted not bad!dessert tasted not bad!

After a few days of a catch-up with Triple about our reality check in Nijmegen,After a few days of a catch-up with Triple about our reality check in Nijmegen,
we decided to continue our under water concept and focusing on ourwe decided to continue our under water concept and focusing on our
computational model that uses heart rate sensor as a biofeedback for now.computational model that uses heart rate sensor as a biofeedback for now.
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TinkeringTinkering

In the end of the week, with the help of some computer geeks from HvA, weIn the end of the week, with the help of some computer geeks from HvA, we
tinkered heart rate sensors (Garmin & MioLINK & Arduino) and then foundtinkered heart rate sensors (Garmin & MioLINK & Arduino) and then found
out that connecting these sensors to computers via bluetooth were not anout that connecting these sensors to computers via bluetooth were not an
easy job if we do not have enough knowledges of programing. Then weeasy job if we do not have enough knowledges of programing. Then we
decided to give it a try on ANT+ instead of bluetooth to build a connectiondecided to give it a try on ANT+ instead of bluetooth to build a connection
between heart rate sensor and Unity in our computational model. It turnedbetween heart rate sensor and Unity in our computational model. It turned
out that it was not an easy job either!out that it was not an easy job either!

“FAILURE IS SUCCESS IN PROGRESS.(Albert Einstein)” “FAILURE IS SUCCESS IN PROGRESS.(Albert Einstein)” 

We have to get up and keep trying!We have to get up and keep trying!

https://medialabamsterdam.com/sense-vr/files/2017/12/IMG_4316.jpg
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November 10th, 2017November 10th, 2017

  

By janinasaarnioBy janinasaarnio

#Inspiration#Inspiration

At the beginning of the third sprint we spent few days outside of theAt the beginning of the third sprint we spent few days outside of the
MediaLAB to gather some inspiration for rede�ning our concept.MediaLAB to gather some inspiration for rede�ning our concept.

Dutch VR DaysDutch VR Days

On Thursday 26th of October we visited the Dutch VR Days where we got aOn Thursday 26th of October we visited the Dutch VR Days where we got a
chance to test the newest VR headsets (including the 8K chance to test the newest VR headsets (including the 8K PimaxPimax, the only one, the only one
which didn’t make Chris feel dizzy) as well as feel the overwhelmingwhich didn’t make Chris feel dizzy) as well as feel the overwhelming
excitement in the growing �eld of VR and AR.excitement in the growing �eld of VR and AR.

For the start we all lined up to test the Playstation VR. Rory got a chance toFor the start we all lined up to test the Playstation VR. Rory got a chance to
play a deep ocean game where the user was transported into the water whereplay a deep ocean game where the user was transported into the water where
gradually by drowning down the environment got darker and �sh bigger. Atgradually by drowning down the environment got darker and �sh bigger. At
some point (apparently when the sharks appeared) she felt so scared that shesome point (apparently when the sharks appeared) she felt so scared that she
needed to take the whole headset o� and escape from the VR environment.needed to take the whole headset o� and escape from the VR environment.
Also Janina needed to face her fears by playing a VR simulation of a “hall of aAlso Janina needed to face her fears by playing a VR simulation of a “hall of a
horror” – the one famous and familiar from the amusement parks (she alsohorror” – the one famous and familiar from the amusement parks (she also
screamed at the beginning of the game and felt pretty embarrassed aboutscreamed at the beginning of the game and felt pretty embarrassed about
that). Agnetha played a shooting game in Playstation but she wasn’t reallythat). Agnetha played a shooting game in Playstation but she wasn’t really
convinced about the quality of the game as there were a lot of glitches.convinced about the quality of the game as there were a lot of glitches.

We also tested some other scary games in order to get some new insights toWe also tested some other scary games in order to get some new insights to
rede�ne and -design our concept. Something we found impressive was arede�ne and -design our concept. Something we found impressive was a
scary game called scary game called “Hell Eluja”“Hell Eluja” which was built interactive by adding a tablet to which was built interactive by adding a tablet to
control the VR experience real time. The rules of the game were quite simplecontrol the VR experience real time. The rules of the game were quite simple
as the tablet controller (aka. the player) was asked to �nd the useras the tablet controller (aka. the player) was asked to �nd the user
experiencing the VR by adding cameras, and then implementing someexperiencing the VR by adding cameras, and then implementing some
monsters to catch and kill the user. Rory totally freaked out, and at the end wemonsters to catch and kill the user. Rory totally freaked out, and at the end we
found her under the table. One idea for our concept could be to let thefound her under the table. One idea for our concept could be to let the
therapist “control” the exposure therapy based on her behavioral reactions.therapist “control” the exposure therapy based on her behavioral reactions.

https://medialabamsterdam.com/sense-vr/2017/11/10/inspiration/
https://medialabamsterdam.com/sense-vr/files/2017/10/20171026_183005.jpg
https://www.pimaxvr.com/
https://medialabamsterdam.com/sense-vr/files/2017/10/IMG_1939.jpg
http://helleluja.com/
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In addition to the exploration of di�erent kind of VR headsets andIn addition to the exploration of di�erent kind of VR headsets and
environments (including a physical water pontoon where one could swim withenvironments (including a physical water pontoon where one could swim with
dolphins!?), and other crazy, although genius ideas how to make the most outdolphins!?), and other crazy, although genius ideas how to make the most out
of VR (check for example of VR (check for example SensiksSensiks), we also sat down for a while and listened), we also sat down for a while and listened
few experts from the �eld. Isabel Tewes, now working as a developerfew experts from the �eld. Isabel Tewes, now working as a developer
strategist at Oculus, gave a speech about the user engagement. Even thoughstrategist at Oculus, gave a speech about the user engagement. Even though
the topic was not directly relevant for our project (since at the end we hopethe topic was not directly relevant for our project (since at the end we hope
the user don’t need to get back to our VR environment) we were able to collectthe user don’t need to get back to our VR environment) we were able to collect
few points that we maybe should take into account when redesigning ourfew points that we maybe should take into account when redesigning our
concept.concept.

Firstly, Tewes mentioned the importance of the �rst impression in order toFirstly, Tewes mentioned the importance of the �rst impression in order to
engage the user to the VR environment. In fact, the �rst seconds in VR areengage the user to the VR environment. In fact, the �rst seconds in VR are
very crucial for the immersion – which of course is necessary in our case ofvery crucial for the immersion – which of course is necessary in our case of
exposure therapy. As Tewes noted, there needs to be some elements orexposure therapy. As Tewes noted, there needs to be some elements or
“magic” that helps us to engage in the VR environment. Interestingly, in all of“magic” that helps us to engage in the VR environment. Interestingly, in all of
her given examples the engagement was strongly build up by other imaginaryher given examples the engagement was strongly build up by other imaginary
subjects in the VR environment (see one of her examples about subjects in the VR environment (see one of her examples about Rick andRick and
Morty: Virtual Rick-alityMorty: Virtual Rick-ality). This strongly reminded us about ). This strongly reminded us about “Henry”“Henry”, a VR, a VR
experience of a hitchcock’s birthday, where the user is empathising andexperience of a hitchcock’s birthday, where the user is empathising and
embodying him/herself to the VR environment even though it is cartoon andembodying him/herself to the VR environment even though it is cartoon and
�ctionable. By taking into account all of these examples, we assume�ctionable. By taking into account all of these examples, we assume
something worth of study could be the presence of a third person or even asomething worth of study could be the presence of a third person or even a
�ctional subject in a VR environment, and its relation to empathy, engagement�ctional subject in a VR environment, and its relation to empathy, engagement
and immersion in virtual reality.and immersion in virtual reality.

Dutch Design Week @EindhovenDutch Design Week @Eindhoven
  

On the same Friday (27th of October) we took a train to Eindhoven to visit theOn the same Friday (27th of October) we took a train to Eindhoven to visit the
Dutch Design Week and get some more inspiration. The exhibition Dutch Design Week and get some more inspiration. The exhibition “We know“We know
how you feel tonight”how you feel tonight” by VPRO Medialab was one of the events that got our by VPRO Medialab was one of the events that got our
attention from the DDW program.attention from the DDW program.

At the entrance the exhibition took a quick look into the short history ofAt the entrance the exhibition took a quick look into the short history of
emotional tracking. It made the visitor to question his/her emotional data, asemotional tracking. It made the visitor to question his/her emotional data, as
well as its privacy, openness and future. The visitors were allowed to givewell as its privacy, openness and future. The visitors were allowed to give
some feedback by typing comments either to the sheets of “Fears” or “Hopes”some feedback by typing comments either to the sheets of “Fears” or “Hopes”
concerning the use of their emotional data.concerning the use of their emotional data.

http://www.sensiks.com/
https://medialabamsterdam.com/sense-vr/files/2017/10/20171026_162919.jpg
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=XxEenFGSSpY
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=IUY2yI5F16U
https://www.vprobroadcast.com/medialab/agenda/overzicht/2017/wkhyf-tonight.html
https://medialabamsterdam.com/sense-vr/files/2017/10/20171027_115726.jpg
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After the short introduction we passed through the big black curtains into aAfter the short introduction we passed through the big black curtains into a
dark room. The colorful auras around the people who were lying down in thedark room. The colorful auras around the people who were lying down in the
�oor created a bit spooky feeling. By taking a closer look, we were able to see�oor created a bit spooky feeling. By taking a closer look, we were able to see
that they were having di�erent kind of sensors attached to them. The EEGthat they were having di�erent kind of sensors attached to them. The EEG
sensor in their forehead was programmed to listen and record thesensor in their forehead was programmed to listen and record the
biofeedback from their bodies – and transport them out of the noise of ourbiofeedback from their bodies – and transport them out of the noise of our
footsteps into somewhere. But who knows where?footsteps into somewhere. But who knows where?
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The emotional aura, appearing in di�erent colors according to the emotionalThe emotional aura, appearing in di�erent colors according to the emotional
data of the users, was build according to the Russell’s Circumplex Model ofdata of the users, was build according to the Russell’s Circumplex Model of
A�ect (1980) which is already familiar to us. For the EGG they were using theA�ect (1980) which is already familiar to us. For the EGG they were using the
MUSEMUSE sensor which is developed especially for the use of meditation. sensor which is developed especially for the use of meditation.
However, interpreting the data and visualize it is never an easy task. AccordingHowever, interpreting the data and visualize it is never an easy task. According
to the exhibition builders, the emotional aura, which was made visible by theto the exhibition builders, the emotional aura, which was made visible by the
lasers was relatively di�cult to build up. Overall, the exhibition was worthlasers was relatively di�cult to build up. Overall, the exhibition was worth
visiting and we were especially happy that a lot of space was left for criticalvisiting and we were especially happy that a lot of space was left for critical
thinking. Even the experience as an observer raised a di�erent kind of andthinking. Even the experience as an observer raised a di�erent kind of and
sometimes overlapping emotions, feelings and questions.sometimes overlapping emotions, feelings and questions.

How can you be sure the emotional aura is build according to the directHow can you be sure the emotional aura is build according to the direct
biofeedback of the person? Is there somebody behind the recording machinebiofeedback of the person? Is there somebody behind the recording machine
saving the emotional data of the user – and if yes – how it will be reused in thesaving the emotional data of the user – and if yes – how it will be reused in the
future? Are those people here voluntarily or did somebody pay them to come here?future? Are those people here voluntarily or did somebody pay them to come here?
How willing would you be to be attached to those sensors, and visibly showing yourHow willing would you be to be attached to those sensors, and visibly showing your
“emotions” to other people? Does the visualization of the emotional biofeedback“emotions” to other people? Does the visualization of the emotional biofeedback
create intimacy between the people?create intimacy between the people?

By digging into the last question, we believe that the intimacy of theBy digging into the last question, we believe that the intimacy of the
biofeedback might be used in the future. From the therapy point of view thebiofeedback might be used in the future. From the therapy point of view the
visualization of the emotional data can help to build an empatheticvisualization of the emotional data can help to build an empathetic
environment, which then again can help us to take di�erent kind ofenvironment, which then again can help us to take di�erent kind of
perspectives. For example, a �lm producer Chris Milk is calling virtual realityperspectives. For example, a �lm producer Chris Milk is calling virtual reality
as an “ultimate empathy machine”, something which he also explored byas an “ultimate empathy machine”, something which he also explored by
producing a project for United Nations. A 360 degree �lm producing a project for United Nations. A 360 degree �lm “Clouds Over Sidra”“Clouds Over Sidra”
transports the user to follow a life of a 12-year old girl refugee girl in Syria. Intransports the user to follow a life of a 12-year old girl refugee girl in Syria. In
his his TED talkTED talk Milk argues that especially the empathy activated via VR can help Milk argues that especially the empathy activated via VR can help
us to change this world. However, the notion of empathy is raisingus to change this world. However, the notion of empathy is raising
controversial debates around the �eld. Is empathy something special for VRcontroversial debates around the �eld. Is empathy something special for VR
or more a question about the immersiveness and the di�erent routes foror more a question about the immersiveness and the di�erent routes for
that? As we argued in our previous blog post, also the embodiment of thethat? As we argued in our previous blog post, also the embodiment of the
user can lead to immersion and engagement in virtual reality, as well as theuser can lead to immersion and engagement in virtual reality, as well as the
state of �ow.state of �ow.
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The VPRO Medialab states in their The VPRO Medialab states in their websitewebsite  “Our emotions have been our own“Our emotions have been our own
until now, but it seems that this is about to change”. until now, but it seems that this is about to change”. Do you agree or disagree?Do you agree or disagree?

By janinasaarnioBy janinasaarnio

The Virtuous Cycle of ImmersionThe Virtuous Cycle of Immersion

“The goal of VR storytelling is to tell a story that will stimulate emotions“The goal of VR storytelling is to tell a story that will stimulate emotions
that will in�uence action” – Shin (2017)that will in�uence action” – Shin (2017)

  
In 1980 Marvin Minsky used a term “telepresence” to describe the feeling thatIn 1980 Marvin Minsky used a term “telepresence” to describe the feeling that
a human operator may have while interacting with teleoperation systems.a human operator may have while interacting with teleoperation systems.
Later, telepresence was translated into “immersion” which generally describesLater, telepresence was translated into “immersion” which generally describes
a deep mental involvement in something. During the second sprint we studieda deep mental involvement in something. During the second sprint we studied
immersion in the VR environment, focusing on the process from the users’immersion in the VR environment, focusing on the process from the users’
perspective. By putting the individual at the centre of the studies aboutperspective. By putting the individual at the centre of the studies about
immersion, embodied cognition and the theory of �ow we were able to �ndimmersion, embodied cognition and the theory of �ow we were able to �nd
some new point of views for our topic and get some validations for oursome new point of views for our topic and get some validations for our
concept.concept.

Janina’s physical mind map of “The virtuous cycle of immersion” (aka. Janina’s physical mind map of “The virtuous cycle of immersion” (aka. nevernever
ending storyending story).).

Not surprisingly, the �rst important notion is again the individuality. TheNot surprisingly, the �rst important notion is again the individuality. The
personality traits of the user (the so-called “Big Five”) need to be taken intopersonality traits of the user (the so-called “Big Five”) need to be taken into
account before the users’ account before the users’ levellevel  of immersionof immersion can be analyzed. As Weibel et al. can be analyzed. As Weibel et al.
(2010) states, previous studies only show the level of immersion measured in(2010) states, previous studies only show the level of immersion measured in
terms of satisfaction and positive feedback of the user, whereas less is left toterms of satisfaction and positive feedback of the user, whereas less is left to
question how personality traits can in�uence the overall experience ofquestion how personality traits can in�uence the overall experience of
immersion. Lately, it has been studied that especially some individual factors,immersion. Lately, it has been studied that especially some individual factors,
such as openness to experience and high imagery ability, have a positivesuch as openness to experience and high imagery ability, have a positive
e�ect on presence – followed up by the immersion (Weibel et al. 2010). Duringe�ect on presence – followed up by the immersion (Weibel et al. 2010). During
our concept sketching we also faced this problem and we found ourselvesour concept sketching we also faced this problem and we found ourselves
asking what motivates our target group. asking what motivates our target group. What make the 15 to 24 year oldWhat make the 15 to 24 year old
women to get up from bed every morning?women to get up from bed every morning?
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Figure 1. A screenshot of Janina’s mind map (which is as �uid as the concept ofFigure 1. A screenshot of Janina’s mind map (which is as �uid as the concept of
immersion by itself). With the help of this map, we are able to see that inimmersion by itself). With the help of this map, we are able to see that in
addition to “openness to experience” also emotional involvement of the useraddition to “openness to experience” also emotional involvement of the user
might be relevant for the level of immersion. And as you can see, the designmight be relevant for the level of immersion. And as you can see, the design
perspective states that in order “to facilitate immersion and to enhanceperspective states that in order “to facilitate immersion and to enhance
sensations of presence, prior assessment of the users’ personality mightsensations of presence, prior assessment of the users’ personality might
e�ectively help tailoring the most suitable environment for each user” (Weibele�ectively help tailoring the most suitable environment for each user” (Weibel
et al. 2010).et al. 2010).

In addition to the personality traits of each user, the notion of body and theIn addition to the personality traits of each user, the notion of body and the
sense of embodiment are important for de�ning the level of immersion. Thesense of embodiment are important for de�ning the level of immersion. The
VR environment not only make users to feel di�erent kind of emotions butVR environment not only make users to feel di�erent kind of emotions but
moreover changes who they are in the virtual space (Shin 2017). Fullymoreover changes who they are in the virtual space (Shin 2017). Fully
immersive VR environment o�ers a sense of embodiment, which can beimmersive VR environment o�ers a sense of embodiment, which can be
de�ned as a state where the users feel themselves as a part of the VRde�ned as a state where the users feel themselves as a part of the VR
environment. At the same time, users can also feel that VR components areenvironment. At the same time, users can also feel that VR components are
parts of their own bodies (see Bailey et al. 2016). In fact, the users often createparts of their own bodies (see Bailey et al. 2016). In fact, the users often create
a virtual body of themselves inside of the immersive VR environment as “ana virtual body of themselves inside of the immersive VR environment as “an
analog of his or her own biological body” (Kliteni et al. 2012).analog of his or her own biological body” (Kliteni et al. 2012).

“In other words, the embodied cognition in VR allows users to feel a“In other words, the embodied cognition in VR allows users to feel a
sense of embodiment.” (sense of embodiment.” (Shin & Biocca 2017Shin & Biocca 2017))

As Shin and Biocca (2017) conclude, this sense of embodiment comes fromAs Shin and Biocca (2017) conclude, this sense of embodiment comes from
our embodied cognition which we process by being physically “present”our embodied cognition which we process by being physically “present”
somewhere. Marvin Minsky (2006) would probably include somewhere. Marvin Minsky (2006) would probably include presencepresence as one of as one of
those suitcase-like words, which doesn’t have a clear de�nition but which canthose suitcase-like words, which doesn’t have a clear de�nition but which can
help us to understand our brain processes. However, we will de�ne presencehelp us to understand our brain processes. However, we will de�ne presence
for now as a state of mind and immersion as for now as a state of mind and immersion as an experiencean experience  over timeover time (Shin (Shin
2017). In fact, presence is not unique for the VR as also watching a movie or2017). In fact, presence is not unique for the VR as also watching a movie or
simply reading a text can induce a feeling of presence (Baus and Bouchardsimply reading a text can induce a feeling of presence (Baus and Bouchard
2014). However, presence and immersion together are both strongly related2014). However, presence and immersion together are both strongly related
to our ability of perspective taking and perception (Rudrauf at al. 2017).to our ability of perspective taking and perception (Rudrauf at al. 2017).

If the immersion in the VR environment is de�ned as “an experience overIf the immersion in the VR environment is de�ned as “an experience over
time” and not an instant temporary connection (which we would probably calltime” and not an instant temporary connection (which we would probably call
a presence), it means that the user’s cognition is highly involved to thisa presence), it means that the user’s cognition is highly involved to this
process. The VR environment, as well as the stories told in VR, are constantlyprocess. The VR environment, as well as the stories told in VR, are constantly
reprocessed through the user’s sense-making. As Shin (2017) argues, “usersreprocessed through the user’s sense-making. As Shin (2017) argues, “users
actively create their own VR, based on their understanding of the story, theiractively create their own VR, based on their understanding of the story, their
empathetic traits, and the nature of the medium.” Therefore, the role of VRempathetic traits, and the nature of the medium.” Therefore, the role of VR
developers is only to propose an immersion butdevelopers is only to propose an immersion but the processing of the the processing of the
immersionimmersion is left for the user. It is important to understand both presence and is left for the user. It is important to understand both presence and
immersion as �uid states that are reprocessed and rede�ned by the user.immersion as �uid states that are reprocessed and rede�ned by the user.
(Shin 2017.)(Shin 2017.)

Some other necessary elements for immersion and the engagement of theSome other necessary elements for immersion and the engagement of the
user are the ability of perspective taking, the concept of �ow and empathy. Ofuser are the ability of perspective taking, the concept of �ow and empathy. Of
course, the ability of perspective taking involves the 360 degree nature of thecourse, the ability of perspective taking involves the 360 degree nature of the
VR environment. Unlike in other mediums, in virtual reality the user is notVR environment. Unlike in other mediums, in virtual reality the user is not
limited to 2D perspective taking and perception, but allowed to all kind oflimited to 2D perspective taking and perception, but allowed to all kind of
projective transformations (see the mathematical model of embodiedprojective transformations (see the mathematical model of embodied
cognition by Rudrauf at al. 2017). This can also mean that in some scenarioscognition by Rudrauf at al. 2017). This can also mean that in some scenarios
less is left for the imagination, as the user is given the ability to observe the VRless is left for the imagination, as the user is given the ability to observe the VR
environment from every angle before making predictions. In comparison, TVenvironment from every angle before making predictions. In comparison, TV
screen as a medium forces us constantly and unconsciously to take intoscreen as a medium forces us constantly and unconsciously to take into
account those invisible cues framed out of the screen  – and �lling them inaccount those invisible cues framed out of the screen  – and �lling them in
with our own imagination.with our own imagination.
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The concept of �ow is said to be a determining feature for the ability toThe concept of �ow is said to be a determining feature for the ability to
emphasize and embody VR stories (Shin 2017). First of all, it can be arguedemphasize and embody VR stories (Shin 2017). First of all, it can be argued
that immersive technology and VR produce empathy only because of thethat immersive technology and VR produce empathy only because of the
sense of embodiment – it places the user in the centre of the experience.sense of embodiment – it places the user in the centre of the experience.
However, Shin (2017) also di�erentiates presence and �ow from each otherHowever, Shin (2017) also di�erentiates presence and �ow from each other
stating that “Presence can be immersion into a virtual space, whereas �ow canstating that “Presence can be immersion into a virtual space, whereas �ow can
be an experience of immersion into a certain user action.” Flow, in thisbe an experience of immersion into a certain user action.” Flow, in this
context, always involves action.context, always involves action.

Figure 2. The Flow Model of Mihaly Csikszentmihalyi (1997). As we see, theFigure 2. The Flow Model of Mihaly Csikszentmihalyi (1997). As we see, the
arousal level is in between the anxiety/fear and the state of �ow. This �gurearousal level is in between the anxiety/fear and the state of �ow. This �gure
partly follows the Russell’s circumplex model of a�epartly follows the Russell’s circumplex model of a�ecct (1980).t (1980).

The common view is that The common view is that breaks in presencebreaks in presence (BIPs) need to be avoided in order (BIPs) need to be avoided in order
to keep up the immersion of the user in the VR environment. Slater and Steedto keep up the immersion of the user in the VR environment. Slater and Steed
(2000) were �rst to de�ne the concept of BIP, describing any event whereby(2000) were �rst to de�ne the concept of BIP, describing any event whereby
the real world becomes apparent for the participant. However, this featurethe real world becomes apparent for the participant. However, this feature
could be further studied with our topic related to di�erent kind of phobiascould be further studied with our topic related to di�erent kind of phobias
and their treatment. Would it be possible to play with the breaks in presenceand their treatment. Would it be possible to play with the breaks in presence
in order to help people to conquer their fears? In fact, some exposurein order to help people to conquer their fears? In fact, some exposure
therapist argue that for some phobias the distraction might hinder thetherapist argue that for some phobias the distraction might hinder the
process whereas for other it might actually work as a facilitating featureprocess whereas for other it might actually work as a facilitating feature
(McNally 2007).(McNally 2007).

We also took a look at calm technology and how it could be relevant for theWe also took a look at calm technology and how it could be relevant for the
level of immersion. Of course, the immersive experience needs to belevel of immersion. Of course, the immersive experience needs to be
mediated as transparently as possible, without the technological interferencemediated as transparently as possible, without the technological interference
becoming an obstacle for the user. For people having a low becoming an obstacle for the user. For people having a low immersiveimmersive
tendency tendency all the technological aspects probably need to be more carefullyall the technological aspects probably need to be more carefully
designed, but as the previous studies show, the technological aspects bydesigned, but as the previous studies show, the technological aspects by
themselves are not the main ingredients for the immersion. (Weibel et al.themselves are not the main ingredients for the immersion. (Weibel et al.
2010; Shin 2017.)2010; Shin 2017.)

One popular point of view for the de�nition of immersion is One popular point of view for the de�nition of immersion is the coherency ofthe coherency of
the environment.the environment. This means that the VR environment doesn’t necessarily need This means that the VR environment doesn’t necessarily need
to follow the common laws of physics, as long as it follows some kind ofto follow the common laws of physics, as long as it follows some kind of
coherent laws and rules. This feature pro�ciently implemented to virtualcoherent laws and rules. This feature pro�ciently implemented to virtual
reality can surely turn out to be bene�cial in some cases, and is something wereality can surely turn out to be bene�cial in some cases, and is something we
will try to keep in our mind.will try to keep in our mind.

As Shin (2017) concludes:As Shin (2017) concludes:

“Future research should see immersion as a cognitive dimension“Future research should see immersion as a cognitive dimension
alongside consciousness, awareness, understanding, empathizing,alongside consciousness, awareness, understanding, empathizing,
embodying, and contextualizing, which helps users understand theembodying, and contextualizing, which helps users understand the
content and stories delivered.”content and stories delivered.”

Understanding the concept of immersion is important for us as we areUnderstanding the concept of immersion is important for us as we are
working on with di�erent kind of phobias and fears, focusing on theirworking on with di�erent kind of phobias and fears, focusing on their
treatment with exposure therapy in VR. As the main challenge is to change thetreatment with exposure therapy in VR. As the main challenge is to change the
fear memory of the user, the VR environment needs to be immersive andfear memory of the user, the VR environment needs to be immersive and
realistic enough in order to implement the behavioral change of the users alsorealistic enough in order to implement the behavioral change of the users also
in vivo in vivo – in other words – having a long term impact.– in other words – having a long term impact.

Next, by taking a deeper look into those di�erent kind of levels of ourNext, by taking a deeper look into those di�erent kind of levels of our
consciousness (ie. trying to make sense of Minsky’s theories), and searchingconsciousness (ie. trying to make sense of Minsky’s theories), and searching
for all types of relative “black holes” for our emotional processing we still hopefor all types of relative “black holes” for our emotional processing we still hope
to �nd new insights for the emotion recognition during the coming sprints.to �nd new insights for the emotion recognition during the coming sprints.
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Figure 3. One proposed model of immersion with the levels of userFigure 3. One proposed model of immersion with the levels of user
experience and the quality of the experience (Shin 2017). We �nd this modelexperience and the quality of the experience (Shin 2017). We �nd this model
too simple to de�ne all the aspects of immersion but it well states the sensetoo simple to de�ne all the aspects of immersion but it well states the sense
of embodiment and empathy as guaranteeing the quality of user experienceof embodiment and empathy as guaranteeing the quality of user experience
in VR environments. Baus and Bouchard (2014) also name three aspects fromin VR environments. Baus and Bouchard (2014) also name three aspects from
where to measure the quality of the user’s experience in VR: the feeling ofwhere to measure the quality of the user’s experience in VR: the feeling of
presence, the level of realism and the degree of reality.presence, the level of realism and the degree of reality.
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By agnethamortensenBy agnethamortensen

The Journey from Sprint 2 Sprint!The Journey from Sprint 2 Sprint!

Time �ies and our project is taking shape and transforming into newTime �ies and our project is taking shape and transforming into new
possibilities. The last few weeks have been very hectic trying to get everythingpossibilities. The last few weeks have been very hectic trying to get everything
ready for our meeting with Triple.ready for our meeting with Triple.
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In the �rst week of our sprint we did a Visual Thinking and CommunicationIn the �rst week of our sprint we did a Visual Thinking and Communication
Workshop (www.loesbogers.com) with two ex-MediaLAB workers. TheyWorkshop (www.loesbogers.com) with two ex-MediaLAB workers. They
thought us how to doddle and sketch our ideas to visualize our ideas in anthought us how to doddle and sketch our ideas to visualize our ideas in an
easy way. It was a lot of fun and we even made some drawings of each other.easy way. It was a lot of fun and we even made some drawings of each other.

From the �rst sprint we decided to go from the overall look on the emotion ofFrom the �rst sprint we decided to go from the overall look on the emotion of
fear and narrow it down to more speci�cally looking at anxiety among youngfear and narrow it down to more speci�cally looking at anxiety among young
women in the ages from 15-24.women in the ages from 15-24.
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As we already have done a lot of research in our previous sprint about fear,As we already have done a lot of research in our previous sprint about fear,
we decided to take it to a next level and focus on anxiety as anxiety is rootedwe decided to take it to a next level and focus on anxiety as anxiety is rooted
in a lot of irrational fears that are a�ecting people’s everyday lives. Seeing howin a lot of irrational fears that are a�ecting people’s everyday lives. Seeing how
big of an issue anxiety is, and especially among young women and girls inbig of an issue anxiety is, and especially among young women and girls in
their teens we have decided to put our attention towards young girls andtheir teens we have decided to put our attention towards young girls and
women in the ages 15-24 in Generation Z with a slight overlap to the latewomen in the ages 15-24 in Generation Z with a slight overlap to the late
bloomers in the Millennials generation. We did this aw we wanted to put ourbloomers in the Millennials generation. We did this aw we wanted to put our
attention towards a group of people whom we can have a big impact on withattention towards a group of people whom we can have a big impact on with
the product we come up with.the product we come up with.

  

Anxiety disorders are also the most common mental disorders in westernAnxiety disorders are also the most common mental disorders in western
countries, and as many as 4 out of 100 experience anxiety globally. In additioncountries, and as many as 4 out of 100 experience anxiety globally. In addition
women are twice as likely as men to experience anxiety, and anxiety levelswomen are twice as likely as men to experience anxiety, and anxiety levels
among young women and girls are higher than ever, and keeps on rising.among young women and girls are higher than ever, and keeps on rising.
Increasing numbers of academic studies are �nding that mental healthIncreasing numbers of academic studies are �nding that mental health
problems have been soaring among girls over the past 10 – and in particularproblems have been soaring among girls over the past 10 – and in particular
the last �ve – years. The physical responses are also better detectable inthe last �ve – years. The physical responses are also better detectable in
women compared to man.women compared to man.

Many young girls and women face a huge range of pressures. In particular,Many young girls and women face a huge range of pressures. In particular,
the rise of social media means they need to always be available, they maythe rise of social media means they need to always be available, they may
seek reassurance in the form of likes and shares, and they are faced withseek reassurance in the form of likes and shares, and they are faced with
constant images of ‘perfect’ bodies or ‘perfect’ lives, making it hard not toconstant images of ‘perfect’ bodies or ‘perfect’ lives, making it hard not to
compare themselves to others. Fear of failure and fear of being left outcompare themselves to others. Fear of failure and fear of being left out
socially is especially troubling young girls. NHS data shows 68% rise in hospitalsocially is especially troubling young girls. NHS data shows 68% rise in hospital
admissions because of self-harm among girls under 17 in past decade. Bodyadmissions because of self-harm among girls under 17 in past decade. Body
dissatisfaction is seen in about 10% of girls at primary school but really jumpsdissatisfaction is seen in about 10% of girls at primary school but really jumps
in early adolescence, as puberty is starting, and about 50% of girls age 15 feelin early adolescence, as puberty is starting, and about 50% of girls age 15 feel
that they are too fat. During this period girls tend to self-objectify more thanthat they are too fat. During this period girls tend to self-objectify more than
boys, experience more teasing around weight and shape and perceive moreboys, experience more teasing around weight and shape and perceive more
pressure from friends and family to be thin.pressure from friends and family to be thin.

https://medialabamsterdam.com/sense-vr/files/2017/10/timemagazine.jpg
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Through research and conducting surveys we are aware of a lot of the triggersThrough research and conducting surveys we are aware of a lot of the triggers
that makes the young girls and women feel inadequate, like social media,that makes the young girls and women feel inadequate, like social media,
peer-pressure, body dissatisfaction, bullying, stress at school, FOMO (fear ofpeer-pressure, body dissatisfaction, bullying, stress at school, FOMO (fear of
missing out), and the tendency to ruminate. Understanding the fears of youngmissing out), and the tendency to ruminate. Understanding the fears of young
girls and women will de�nitely help us in our process towards making angirls and women will de�nitely help us in our process towards making an
adaptable and immersive environment that can empower these young girlsadaptable and immersive environment that can empower these young girls
and women to become more con�dent in their own skin, and eventuallyand women to become more con�dent in their own skin, and eventually
become anxious free.become anxious free.

Through the VR environment we aim to:Through the VR environment we aim to:
  – Improve their ability to adapt to life’s challenges (e.g. �exibility, optimism,– Improve their ability to adapt to life’s challenges (e.g. �exibility, optimism,

social competence, emotional management and positive self-esteem)social competence, emotional management and positive self-esteem)
  – Face fear through building courage (e.g. mental, intellectual, emotional and– Face fear through building courage (e.g. mental, intellectual, emotional and

moral)moral)
  – Developing intellectual courage to not fear what others think– Developing intellectual courage to not fear what others think

  – Learning self-acceptance that will create inner strength– Learning self-acceptance that will create inner strength
  – Boosting buoyancy and adaptation to the challenges children and young– Boosting buoyancy and adaptation to the challenges children and young

people facepeople face

https://medialabamsterdam.com/sense-vr/files/2017/10/userinsights.png
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With a well de�ned target group we decided to do our translate session atWith a well de�ned target group we decided to do our translate session at
Rotterdam University of Applied Sciences, where our team member ChristiaanRotterdam University of Applied Sciences, where our team member Christiaan
had to have a pitstop presentation about our project this far. He designed ahad to have a pitstop presentation about our project this far. He designed a
good looking poster that he presented for the rest of his class. Beside lookinggood looking poster that he presented for the rest of his class. Beside looking
at other projects and gaining some new insights we also got a lot of goodat other projects and gaining some new insights we also got a lot of good
feedback from di�erent teachers in how to improve our ideas.feedback from di�erent teachers in how to improve our ideas.
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As research, surveys and interviews have been taking a lot of our time this lastAs research, surveys and interviews have been taking a lot of our time this last
2 sprints we decided that it was time to get creative and generate some cool2 sprints we decided that it was time to get creative and generate some cool
concepts to present for our client Triple during our next meeting. With goodconcepts to present for our client Triple during our next meeting. With good
knowledge about our target group we could pour out with several di�erentknowledge about our target group we could pour out with several di�erent
ideas with brainstorming in how to help our target group overcome theirideas with brainstorming in how to help our target group overcome their
fears, anxieties and phobias.fears, anxieties and phobias.
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Working on our presentation until the �nal end before our meeting weWorking on our presentation until the �nal end before our meeting we
delivered 3 di�erent concepts to Triple in how to help our target audience.delivered 3 di�erent concepts to Triple in how to help our target audience.

Below you can see the di�erent Moodboards of the 3 di�erent concepts weBelow you can see the di�erent Moodboards of the 3 di�erent concepts we
presented for Triple.presented for Triple.

Virtual Group Therapy (MORPG) Virtual Group Therapy (MORPG) 

https://medialabamsterdam.com/sense-vr/files/2017/10/20171016_152219.jpg
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Emotional Internal JourneyEmotional Internal Journey

Cinematic Emphatic ExperienceCinematic Emphatic Experience

After feedback from Triple we have chosen to go the route of the VirtualAfter feedback from Triple we have chosen to go the route of the Virtual
Emotional Journey concept and are excited to continue to work on it for theEmotional Journey concept and are excited to continue to work on it for the
rest of the project. We have still a lot of work to do, and next sprint will berest of the project. We have still a lot of work to do, and next sprint will be
focused on researching implementation of Oculus Rift with the Sensorfocused on researching implementation of Oculus Rift with the Sensor
technology, and how to extract and transform the data to create thetechnology, and how to extract and transform the data to create the
adaptable environment that can be used as a form of exposure therapy foradaptable environment that can be used as a form of exposure therapy for
people with di�erent phobias.people with di�erent phobias.

Below you can see our �rst storyboard from the selected concept. DrawingBelow you can see our �rst storyboard from the selected concept. Drawing
made by Rory!made by Rory!
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September 27th, 2017September 27th, 2017

Until next time!Until next time!

Love,Love,

MERAQIMERAQI

  

By agnethamortensenBy agnethamortensen

Research trip to Twente UniversityResearch trip to Twente University

  
Janina and Agnetha excited for the symposium Janina and Agnetha excited for the symposium 

During our �rst sprint we took a part of one day symposium titled “WearablesDuring our �rst sprint we took a part of one day symposium titled “Wearables
in Practice: Physiology and Emotions 4TU”, held at the University of Twente inin Practice: Physiology and Emotions 4TU”, held at the University of Twente in
Enschede. We got a lot of new insights from the experts working in a �eld ofEnschede. We got a lot of new insights from the experts working in a �eld of
sensor technology and individual health.sensor technology and individual health.
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Joyce Westerinks self-tracking with skin conductivity sensor in combination with takingJoyce Westerinks self-tracking with skin conductivity sensor in combination with taking
notes throughout her day notes throughout her day 

Joyce Westerink, a former physicist, has been focusing on wearable well-beingJoyce Westerink, a former physicist, has been focusing on wearable well-being
in her research. She con�rmed that skin conductivity is a reliable sensor toin her research. She con�rmed that skin conductivity is a reliable sensor to
measure arousal levels, although the delay can vary from 6 to 10 seconds. Inmeasure arousal levels, although the delay can vary from 6 to 10 seconds. In
her study about stress levels in teachers, she also visualized the data so thather study about stress levels in teachers, she also visualized the data so that
the teachers could also interpret their stress levels by themselves. Westerinkthe teachers could also interpret their stress levels by themselves. Westerink
gave a brief insight into the psychophysiology in communication and thegave a brief insight into the psychophysiology in communication and the
intimacy of heart beats. In her experiment – setting two individuals tointimacy of heart beats. In her experiment – setting two individuals to
di�erent sides of the room, and then asking them to walk towards each otherdi�erent sides of the room, and then asking them to walk towards each other
– she found out that hearing the personal heartbeat make the subjects to stop– she found out that hearing the personal heartbeat make the subjects to stop
approaching each other more quickly. As she suggests, hearing a personalapproaching each other more quickly. As she suggests, hearing a personal
heartbeat is creating intimacy between the subjects. She strongly believes thatheartbeat is creating intimacy between the subjects. She strongly believes that
this feature could also be used to improve our relationships with each other.this feature could also be used to improve our relationships with each other.
Westerink argued that heart rate as a connection is more accepted among theWesterink argued that heart rate as a connection is more accepted among the
users than the heart rate as an information. For our next sprints we will keepusers than the heart rate as an information. For our next sprints we will keep
in mind the possibility to o�er the subject the visualization of his/herin mind the possibility to o�er the subject the visualization of his/her
emotional data.emotional data.

  
One research looking how to track emotions on people with Borderline PersonalityOne research looking how to track emotions on people with Borderline Personality
Disorder using self-evaluation app in combination with heart-beat tracking wristbands Disorder using self-evaluation app in combination with heart-beat tracking wristbands 

The emphasis of the symposium was put onto an individual. Almost everyThe emphasis of the symposium was put onto an individual. Almost every
speaker highlighted the self-regulation and -re�ection of the wearables, asspeaker highlighted the self-regulation and -re�ection of the wearables, as
well as individual interpretation of one’s own physiological data. For example,well as individual interpretation of one’s own physiological data. For example,
Matthijs Noordzij stated that the smartwatch technology can be used as aMatthijs Noordzij stated that the smartwatch technology can be used as a
means of warning, informing and/or educating people. However, in order tomeans of warning, informing and/or educating people. However, in order to
implement the smartwatch technology to our everyday life, it is necessary toimplement the smartwatch technology to our everyday life, it is necessary to
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design predictive models with the help of sensors. As Noordzij highlighted, wedesign predictive models with the help of sensors. As Noordzij highlighted, we
should invent a new approach to deal with the data by focusing more onshould invent a new approach to deal with the data by focusing more on
design research.design research.

  
One pilot study on wearable sensor tracking through vital signs. One pilot study on wearable sensor tracking through vital signs. 

During the symposium, we also participated in a workshop to test out theDuring the symposium, we also participated in a workshop to test out the
e�ects of “surprise” or “excitement”. One participant in each team would weare�ects of “surprise” or “excitement”. One participant in each team would wear
a wristband that would track your heartbeat, and the data would bea wristband that would track your heartbeat, and the data would be
connected to an external app you can use on your smartphone. All data fromconnected to an external app you can use on your smartphone. All data from
your day would be stored there, and the wristband would make a sound thatyour day would be stored there, and the wristband would make a sound that
your pulse was increasing, and you can then go to the app and add someyour pulse was increasing, and you can then go to the app and add some
notes about what happened in that moment. The participants in thisnotes about what happened in that moment. The participants in this
experiment would have to sit on a balloon, and the excitement of sitting onexperiment would have to sit on a balloon, and the excitement of sitting on
the balloon, and the may/may not e�ect of the balloon exploding wouldthe balloon, and the may/may not e�ect of the balloon exploding would
increase the heartbeat in the participants. Some balloons did indeed explodeincrease the heartbeat in the participants. Some balloons did indeed explode
and we could clearly see changes in the pulse on the app. It was some delayand we could clearly see changes in the pulse on the app. It was some delay
though from actual “shock” and until the sensor would detect it and givethough from actual “shock” and until the sensor would detect it and give
feedback back to the user. Thus making it a bit uncertain to what actuallyfeedback back to the user. Thus making it a bit uncertain to what actually
triggered this emotion. We were asked to give our inputs about the producttriggered this emotion. We were asked to give our inputs about the product
and give our thoughts on how to improve it. This use of technology to trackand give our thoughts on how to improve it. This use of technology to track
emotions were de�nitely interesting for our project, and for our next sprintemotions were de�nitely interesting for our project, and for our next sprint
we will try to push forward and test out some of the ideas.we will try to push forward and test out some of the ideas.

https://medialabamsterdam.com/sense-vr/files/2017/09/IMG_4896.jpg
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Workshop session with heartbeat sensor, Workshop session with heartbeat sensor, smartphonessmartphones and  and ballooonsballooons

The participants in this experiment would have to sit on a balloon, and theThe participants in this experiment would have to sit on a balloon, and the
excitement of sitting on the balloon, and the may/may not-e�ect excitement of sitting on the balloon, and the may/may not-e�ect (anticipation)(anticipation)
of the balloon exploding would increase the heartbeat of the balloon exploding would increase the heartbeat (arousal level)(arousal level) in the in the
participants. Some balloons did indeed explode and we could clearly seeparticipants. Some balloons did indeed explode and we could clearly see
changes in the pulse on the app. It was some delay though from actualchanges in the pulse on the app. It was some delay though from actual
“shock” and until the sensor would detect it and give feedback back to the“shock” and until the sensor would detect it and give feedback back to the
user. Thus making it a bit uncertain to what actually triggered this emotion.user. Thus making it a bit uncertain to what actually triggered this emotion.
We were asked to give our inputs about the product and give our thoughts onWe were asked to give our inputs about the product and give our thoughts on
how to improve it. This use of technology to track emotions were de�nitelyhow to improve it. This use of technology to track emotions were de�nitely
interesting for our project, and for our next sprint we will try to push forwardinteresting for our project, and for our next sprint we will try to push forward
and test out some of the ideas.and test out some of the ideas.
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September 20th, 2017September 20th, 2017

  
The team keeping a happy mood after a long day in Enschede The team keeping a happy mood after a long day in Enschede    

The symposium gave us a lot of insights into current �ndings in the �eld ofThe symposium gave us a lot of insights into current �ndings in the �eld of
wearable technologies and how we can implement such technologies in ourwearable technologies and how we can implement such technologies in our
own �nal products. We talked to quite a few researcher with their experienceown �nal products. We talked to quite a few researcher with their experience
and knowledge in the �eld, and we were highly impressed with their researchand knowledge in the �eld, and we were highly impressed with their research
so far. With all this in mind we are excited to start the next sprint with newso far. With all this in mind we are excited to start the next sprint with new
knowledge and broader insights. We did get feedback on our ideas fromknowledge and broader insights. We did get feedback on our ideas from
people and people seemed to agree that the problem we are attacking ispeople and people seemed to agree that the problem we are attacking is
something that could be very useful in many di�erent �elds, and we hope wesomething that could be very useful in many di�erent �elds, and we hope we
can come up with a great solution to tackle this problem!can come up with a great solution to tackle this problem!

By agnethamortensenBy agnethamortensen

AN INTRODUCTION TO OUR CHALLENGE…AN INTRODUCTION TO OUR CHALLENGE…

Four people from around the globe were transported to the Dutch capitalFour people from around the globe were transported to the Dutch capital
Amsterdam and put together as a team at the Amsterdam MediaLab to faceAmsterdam and put together as a team at the Amsterdam MediaLab to face
the challenge from Triple. Yujie Shan (CN), Janina Saarnio (FI), Christiaan vanthe challenge from Triple. Yujie Shan (CN), Janina Saarnio (FI), Christiaan van
Leeuwen (NL) and Agnetha Mortensen (NO) with guidance from their coachLeeuwen (NL) and Agnetha Mortensen (NO) with guidance from their coach
Tamara Pinos from Ecuador. All with di�erent background and skills, in theTamara Pinos from Ecuador. All with di�erent background and skills, in the
prospect of learning from each other and growing together as a team!prospect of learning from each other and growing together as a team!

GOAL (CHALLENGE):GOAL (CHALLENGE):

“The development (and open-source release) of software that can“The development (and open-source release) of software that can
determine the user’s emotional state based on sensory data (e.g.,determine the user’s emotional state based on sensory data (e.g.,
head motion, pupil dilation, heart rate variability) that is producedhead motion, pupil dilation, heart rate variability) that is produced
while she or he interacts with a virtual reality (VR) environment.while she or he interacts with a virtual reality (VR) environment.
This software can serve as a ‘middle layer’ between app and user,This software can serve as a ‘middle layer’ between app and user,
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allowing the VR environment to the user’s present emotional stateallowing the VR environment to the user’s present emotional state
(i.e., valance and arousal levels).”(i.e., valance and arousal levels).”

The last few weeks we have been attacking our challenge from di�erentThe last few weeks we have been attacking our challenge from di�erent
angles and trying to �gure out di�erent ways to meet our goals. In the startupangles and trying to �gure out di�erent ways to meet our goals. In the startup
week, we had a 3-day sprint where we got to play with the di�erent tools inweek, we had a 3-day sprint where we got to play with the di�erent tools in
the Makers Lab and create di�erent prototypes to show our client Triple.the Makers Lab and create di�erent prototypes to show our client Triple.
We’ve dugged deep into emotions, sensory technology, VR and AugmentedWe’ve dugged deep into emotions, sensory technology, VR and Augmented
Reality (AR) to try to understand our problem, get better insights into toolsReality (AR) to try to understand our problem, get better insights into tools
available and get an overview of our options and potential sololutions. Lastavailable and get an overview of our options and potential sololutions. Last
week we went to Triple’s headquearter to meet our clients and talk to themweek we went to Triple’s headquearter to meet our clients and talk to them
about our ideas and hear their thoughts and inputs. What were they actuallyabout our ideas and hear their thoughts and inputs. What were they actually
expecting out of us, and how could we collaborate together most optimally toexpecting out of us, and how could we collaborate together most optimally to
achieve our goals? Triple is giving us a lot of freedom in how to tackle theachieve our goals? Triple is giving us a lot of freedom in how to tackle the
challenge but will provide us with tools, and expert knowledge in order tochallenge but will provide us with tools, and expert knowledge in order to
reach our goals.reach our goals.

Getting an overview of our challenge and generating ideas for prototyping inGetting an overview of our challenge and generating ideas for prototyping in
the MakersLabthe MakersLab

One of our prototypes made in the MakersLab. A form of Twister basedOne of our prototypes made in the MakersLab. A form of Twister based
on emotions, where the di�erent emotions would have di�erenton emotions, where the di�erent emotions would have di�erent
textures that would represent the feeling generated. textures that would represent the feeling generated. 

After our meeting with Triple we decided to focus on one speci�c emotionAfter our meeting with Triple we decided to focus on one speci�c emotion
that we can test and conduct experiments on. After an overall research onthat we can test and conduct experiments on. After an overall research on
emotions we decided to focus on Fear, as this is an emotion that there isemotions we decided to focus on Fear, as this is an emotion that there is
already conducted a lot of research on, and especially in relation to detectingalready conducted a lot of research on, and especially in relation to detecting
that emotion through sensory technology. Everybody can get scared and feelthat emotion through sensory technology. Everybody can get scared and feel
the emotion of fear when something external triggers or �ght-�ight responsesthe emotion of fear when something external triggers or �ght-�ight responses
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in the Amygdala in the brain. When you are afraid your heartbeat rises, youin the Amygdala in the brain. When you are afraid your heartbeat rises, you
start sweating and body temperature drops by a few degrees. All this isstart sweating and body temperature drops by a few degrees. All this is
trackable through di�erent sensors, and our challenge now is how to selecttrackable through di�erent sensors, and our challenge now is how to select
the sensors that best can detect the emotion of fear.the sensors that best can detect the emotion of fear.

Janina and Christiaan playing around with skin-conductivity sensorsJanina and Christiaan playing around with skin-conductivity sensors

Today we had an expert consultation with Joanekke Weerdmester (Today we had an expert consultation with Joanekke Weerdmester (PhD-PhD-
candidate at the Developmental Psychopcandidate at the Developmental Psychopathology research group at theathology research group at the
Behavioural Science Institute in NijmegenBehavioural Science Institute in Nijmegen), to share our progress, ideas and get), to share our progress, ideas and get
insights into how to tackle our problem further. Joanekke’s PhD-project isinsights into how to tackle our problem further. Joanekke’s PhD-project is
focused on the development and validation of biofeedback games for childrenfocused on the development and validation of biofeedback games for children
with anxiety, and we found her �eld of knowledge highly relevant for ourwith anxiety, and we found her �eld of knowledge highly relevant for our
project. She was very helpful in advising us on the di�erent routes we canproject. She was very helpful in advising us on the di�erent routes we can
take with our project, and she gave us a lot of relevant information in relationtake with our project, and she gave us a lot of relevant information in relation
to games, and sensory technology. She has previous experience with di�erentto games, and sensory technology. She has previous experience with di�erent
sensors used in projects she has been working on such as the games DEEP,sensors used in projects she has been working on such as the games DEEP,
and Nevermind. Her inputs de�nitely gave us some ideas on how to progressand Nevermind. Her inputs de�nitely gave us some ideas on how to progress
further.further.
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1st week1st week prototype in how to detect emotions by self-reporting 4 basic prototype in how to detect emotions by self-reporting 4 basic
emotions; sad, happy, scared and neutral.emotions; sad, happy, scared and neutral.

  The players would look at pictures in di�erent categories where we selected 4The players would look at pictures in di�erent categories where we selected 4
pictures that we thought would represent the di�erent emotions. We would thenpictures that we thought would represent the di�erent emotions. We would then
see if the participants would report the same emotions as our assumptions.  Thesee if the participants would report the same emotions as our assumptions.  The
prototype was made using MakeyMakey.prototype was made using MakeyMakey.
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Janina and Rory on our way to our �rst meeting with our clientsJanina and Rory on our way to our �rst meeting with our clients

On our way back to the MediaLab in Amsterdam after our �rst clientOn our way back to the MediaLab in Amsterdam after our �rst client
meeting with Triple in Alkmaar. Everyone super happy while Christiaan andmeeting with Triple in Alkmaar. Everyone super happy while Christiaan and
Agnetha are lost in the virtual world of distractions. Agnetha are lost in the virtual world of distractions. 

We are excited to continue this journey further, trying and failing, andWe are excited to continue this journey further, trying and failing, and
hopefully, we can contribute to an amazing open source software that canhopefully, we can contribute to an amazing open source software that can
bene�t di�erent stakeholders and research institutes bene�t di�erent stakeholders and research institutes 

Until next time,Until next time,

Meraqi,Meraqi,
  Janina, Christiaan, Rory and AgnethaJanina, Christiaan, Rory and Agnetha

  (Team Sense VR)(Team Sense VR)
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